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PARISH CHURCHES AND CEMETERIES

Parish Churches

1

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics

Parish churches with churchyards, as well as cemeteries not associated with one church. Other
churches are located within the urban fabric without their own churchyards.

Relationships to contours

Edge buildings

Street frontages

Corner buildings

Often on the edges of development and on
elevated positions following the contours of
the land. The church is built and located to be
visible to the whole community.
Approximately 25 to 100m,with stone walls on
the back of the pavement around the site. Site
has defined protective enclosures to help create
a tranquil and complative space.

Connections to other urban types

Town Residential (7B), Resort Residential (8B)
and Village Residential (9B), as well as Village
High Street (4B).

Vistas and views

The elevated position of the church and
its height means that it is visible as one
approaches from distances of up to several
hundred metres.

Position

St Columb Minor Parish Church

Newquay Parish Church

St Columb Major Parish Church

Churchyards and Cemeteries

Set within larger urban blocks forming green
pockets. These can be in a “Court”, surrounded
by houses facing away from them so that they
are secluded spaces. Where possible, they are
on the edges of development with open land to
two or three sides. Alternatively, they can be
enclosed by houses facing towards the church,
at the centre of Urban and Rural Villages.

May be enclosed by Villas (7C), DoubleFronted Houses (9C), Two-Bay Houses
(10C) and Cottages (11C), or else may occupy
a whole block.
Churches are often located on prominent corner
sites, with their towers or steeples also usually
located at a corner for emphasis.

Minor junction positions

Either one or two pedestrian gates into the sites
are located to each street frontage.

Surface materials

Tarmac with granite or slate edges to paths
with grass to most of the site and planted beds.
Boaundaries have stone walls.

Street furniture

Benches often provided in prominent
locations with street lights suggesting civic
importance.

Parking

Parking is not always provided on site,
although it can be a very desirable amenity,
especially for elderly visitors. Care is required
with the location of parking so that it does not
detract from the contemplative atmosphere that
pervades most churchyards and cemeteries.

Circulation routes

Located on the primary routes through the
town. Cemeteries are connected to the main
church along these primary routes.

Churchyards are often formed of raised
ground which gives the threshold between
street and church additional interest

Many village churchyards have an open side to
fields beyond which allows meditative views

Gateways to town cemeteries provide a moment
to pause before entering.

A monumental entrance denotes a distinction
between the sanctity of the burial ground and the
bustle of the street.

Cemeteries near the town edge,
separate from churches

Church towers provide beacons that are visible for miles around.
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CENTRAL SQUARE

2

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics

The heart of the town and location of the largest buildings. Development is generally piecemeal
but the larger scale of the Square defines its importance.

Relationships to contours

A maximum 800mm fall across the site, with
most of the area almost level. At the junction
between the Town High Street (3B) and the
Village High Street (4B) which both follow
the contours up towards the Headland. Other
roads from the Square run across contours and
are steeper, either falling towards the sea or
rising inland.

Street frontages

The public building / Inn has the broadest
façade in the square- 26m (6m to eaves). It
occupies an entire block and forms one edge
of the square. Opposite the Inn is the meeting
point of the Town and Village High Streets,
with each unit between approximately 5.5m
and 8m wide.

Length range

The curved row of shops opposite the Inn is a
longer block (43m) but lower (5.3m to eaves).
The urban blocks around Central Square are
smaller but denser than those further from the
centre- this ensures a more permeable pattern
of development around the focal public space,
with more street corners and architectural
focal points.

Connections to other urban types

Town High Street (3B) and Village High
Street (4B).

Vistas and views

To Towan Beach

2C
2C
4C

bank

From the square the view along the Town
High Street (3B) is contained as the road
gently curves away. Along the Village High
Street (4B) there is a longer view, however
the rise of the street prevents longer views
and also gives a sense of containment. Each
of the roads that enters Central Square narrows
slightly just before reaching it, which gives
the square greater visual definition and builds
anticipation.

Position

Located at the centre of the town at a confluence
of routes. The densest urban blocks are located
around the Central Square.

Category of circulation route

Primary pedestrian route and secondary
vehicular route.

Edge buildings

Purpose Built Commercial Buildings
predominate (2C), with Mixed Use PurposeBuilt and Modified buildings (3C & 4C) and
Public Buildings (1C) also likely.

Corner buildings

Most corners emphasised through scale and
architectural articulation.

Minor junction positions

Access to rear yards and alleys located just off
the Square to give a continuous run of building
to the Square’s edges edges.

Surface materials

Tarmac pavements with paving to seating areas
and pedestrianised roads.

Street furniture

Street lighting and floral displays, with lose
tables and chairs outside the Inn, surrounded
by railings.

Parking

One-way road narrows through Square to
prevent on street parking and slow traffic.

2C

4C
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TOWN HIGH STREET

3

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics
Runs through the centre of the town. There is considerable diversity in elevational treatment
although a loose bay rhythm is discernable.

Relationships to contours

Circulation routes

Street frontages

Predominantly Mixed Use (3C & 4C) and
Commersial Purpose Built (2C).

The Town High Street generally follows
the contour and as a result is flatter than
perpendicular streets.
Generally from 5m to 15m wide. The
majority of the buildings are 2 storeys (some
with dormers) or three storeys. Compared
with residential urban typologies the degree
of variation (especially in height) is much
greater.

Length range

Road junctions spaced at between
approximately 80m and 130m, often with
continuous terraces for the whole block.

Connections to other urban types

Surrounded by Town Residential areas (7B)
and may become Village High Street (4B) as
the road continues away from the commercial
centre.

Mid Town High Street: approx view length 130
metres.

The street curves gently, allowing changing
views. The varying road width gives feeling
of enclosure at some points, and provides
places for people to gather at others. As the
High Street approaches Central Square (2B)
the length of vista becomes shorter, increasing
a sense of enclosure and anticipation.

Architectural articulation of prominent corners.

3C

4C

4C

Part Typical Street Elevation
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3C

Edge buildings

Corner buildings

Prominent corners at significant junctions are
generally articulated through greater scale,
embellishment or simply chamfering the corner
to present an extra surface.

Minor junction positions

Access to minor parallel streets and backs
of shops. These corners are generally not
articulated.

Surface materials

Tarmac with granite edges to the pavement,
and where pedestrianised, paved.

Street furniture

Vistas and views

The Town High Street as it approaches Central
Square: approx view length 75 metres.

Generally the primary pedestrian route through
the area, but a secondary vehicular one.

Decorative street lamps, hanging baskets, bins
and benches are commonplace.

Parking

Long-term parking discouraged. Deliveries and
short-term parking necessary.

Position

Passes through the centre of the town,
surrounded by relatively high building
densities.

3C

Street Section
2C

4C

2C

3C

4C

2C

3C

3C

2C

4C

2C

2C

Central Square
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4

VILLAGE HIGH STREET (i)

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics

4C

FORE STREET

Established when Newquay was itself a village. Development is generally piecemeal with a
mix of domestic scale modified buildings and larger commercial buildings, built as the town
expanded.

4C

Relationships to contours

Both examples fall gently towards a focal point
(Central Square and Church respectively).

Sea View

Street frontages

Sea View

FORE STREET

From 3.5m to 8m for terraced houses.
Important detached buildings, such as Public
(1C), Commercial (2C) and Mixed Use
Purpose Built (3C) buildings may have a
street elevation of up to 50m. The buildings
are mostly set on the pavement and terraced.

To the Parish Church

Length range

Significant road junctions spaced at between
approximately 50 and 150m with no continuous
terrace much over 80m. The shortest blocks
maybe single buildings or small groupings.

Connections to other urban types

Sea View

10C

11C

The primary route for local transit.

Edge buildings

Predominantly Mixed Use Modified (4C) and
Purpose-Built (3C). Away from the centre
residential types become more frequent,
especially Two-Bay Houses (10C) and (11C)
Cottages.

Corner buildings

Significant corners often marked with key
buildings such as Public (1C) and Commercial
(2C) Buildings.

Minor junction positions

Minor paths to rear yards entered at breaks in
terraces or at their ends.

Because of its linear, ‘arterial’ form there
are connections to a wide variety of other
typologies. Surrounded by Village Residential
(9B) or Town Residential (10B) areas. Beyond
the Central Square (2B) Fore Street becomes
Town High Street (3B). To the rear there are
connections with Garden Lanes (11B) and
Backcourts (12B).

Surface materials

Vistas and views

Some on the road but generally behind and in
car parks.

Gently curving street allowing long
but changing and contained views of
approximately 100m and over.

ST COLUMB MINOR

Circulation routes

Tarmac with granite edges to the pavement.

Street furniture

Street lamps and litter bins as well as benches,
bollards and public art at the centre.

Parking

Position

The 'spine' of the town.

ST COLUMB MINOR

3C

11C

3C

3C

ST COLUMB MINOR West Elevation
ST COLUMB MINOR

2C

4C

3C

4C

3C

4C

4C

3C

3C

4C

4C

FORE STREET

4C

3C

3C

3C

4C

4C

FORE STREET West Elevation
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Core Development

Where the High Street is crossed its centre
by roads connecting outlying settlements,
the route bifurcates to form a ‘vesica’-shaped
urban block before it rejoins. This block
contains buildings of a generally greater size
and importance than the rest of the town, such
as the town hall and library (Public Buildings).
Interlocking public spaces where gatherings
and markets can be held (Union Square and
Market Place) are created by breaks in the
block which give pedestrian access through.
The characteristics of a dense but permeable
block structure at the centre are also discussed
under Central Square.

Urban Type Defining Characteristics
St Columb Major

At its core St Columb Major is a well-defined linear settlement situated approximately 8km
east-north-east of Newquay. The High Street is not only the principal route through the village
but defines the shape of the settlement itself. It offers an inland alternative precedent to the High
Street in Newquay yet shares many of the same characteristics.

Parish
Church

The vista along the High Street from the south is
terminated by the corner tower of a bank. The street
narrows on approach to the centre, heightening the
sense of anticipation.

Relationships to contours

The High Street falls gradually from south to
north but becomes steeper as it approaches the
River Menalhyl after Union Square.

Street frontages

From just under 4m to 10m for terraced houses.
The largest frontages for Public Buildings (1C),
Commercial (2C) and Mixed Use Purpose Built
(3C) buildings are up to 21m. The buildings
are generally on the back of the pavement and
terraced along the High Street.

Town
Hall

Length range

Bank

B
PH

A widening of the High Street in front of a public house

B
A

4

VILLAGE HIGH STREET (ii)

To River Menalhyl

B

Bank

Connections to other urban types

4C

10C

A

The longest continuous block is just over 120m,
whereas the shortest blocks maybe single
buildings or small, dense clusters such as those
found around the central square and market
place, giving greater pedestrian permeability
at the centre where it is most desirable.
Because of its linear, ‘arterial’ form there
are connections to a wide variety of other
typologies. At its centre is the Central Square
(2B). Beyond the centre, in both directions,
Town Residential (7B) and Village Residential
(9B) characteristics are found. To the rear there
are connections with Garden Lanes (11B) and
Backcourts (12B).

Section A-A Village Residential

Vistas and views

The primary route through the area for local
transit.

Edge buildings

Predominantly Mixed Use Modified (4C) and
Purpose-Built (3C). Away from the centre
residential types become more frequent,
especially Two-Bay Houses (10C) and (11C)
Cottages.

Corner buildings

Significant corners often marked with key
buildings such as Public (1C) and Commercial
(2C) Buildings.

Minor junction positions

Minor paths to rear yards entered at breaks in
terraces or at their ends.

Surface materials

Tarmac with some areas of herringbone tile
pavements and granite edges.

Street furniture

Street lamps and litter bins as well as benches,
bollards and public art at the centre.

Parking
Some on the road but generally behind.

To the south of the point at which the High Street
divides, it is fairly straight for approximately
350m. However, subtle undulations in the
building line and a gradual narrowing of the
street until it suddenly widens again at the
centre, mean that a sense of anticipation is
generated.

2C

4C

Circulation routes

Position

The 'spine' of the town.

View south along the High Street at the
transition between commercial and residential
usage.

Section B-B Village High Street

B

A
3C

10C 10C 10C

2C

4C

2C

4C

3C

4C

4C

4C

3C

3C

4C

4C

1C

view

corr
idor

11C 10C 1C 4C

A
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HOTELS AND STATION FORECOURTS

5

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics

Large buildings that form key points of orientation in the town and help define its primary function
as a holiday resort whose fortunes have historically depended upon the railway

Relationships to contours

Situated between sea and golf course.
Railway terminus and sea front hotels

The large hotels are generally set on fairly level
land chosen for its prominent position and for
views and fresh air. The railway line follows the
flattest land and, where necessary, the land has
been levelled before the line was laid.

Street frontages

The more prominent hotels are generally
between 35 and 65 metres wide, detached
on larger plots. Smaller hotels are generally
attached or semi-detached, and have frontages
from 6 to 25 metres in length, while still being
set back from the road. The train station is
fronted by a row of shops.

Length range
Sea front hotel and forecourt

A commanding setting

Hotels can be clustered in groups with others
or with houses, forming continuous terraces
of up to approximately 135m. The larger
detached hotels can either sit within larger
urban blocks of up to 225m, or occupy a whole
block themselves.

Connections to other urban types

6C
Hotel

Terrace

Shares characteristics with Sea Front Streets
(6B). Adjoining to Town Residential (7B) and
Resort Residential (8B) areas, may also be
close to the Town High Street (3B). The railway
divides the core of the town from development
to the east, it is flanked by a number of
Backcourts (12B) as well as houses.

The biggest hotels are visible from substantial
distances: their business depends on their
visibility as well as views out. The train
station is concealed by shops but its presence
is suggested by a widening of the road.

Position

Where hotels are big enough to provide their
own amenities they may locate further from the
town centre or else within large grounds on the
outskirts of town or sea front. The train station
is at the edge of the town centre between the
commercial sea front and residential suburban
areas.
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few exceptions however, such as the Headland
Hotel, which have chosen sites well away from
the primary routes to achieve privacy and
panoramic views.

Edge buildings

Surrounded by Resort Residential typologies
(predominantly 7C, 8C, 9C and 10C), Mixed
Use (3C and 4C) and Commercial building
(2C). Plots may also house ancillary buildings
for storage, and in the case of the bigger hotels,
swimming pools, and holiday cottages.

Corner buildings

These buildings are approached from all angles
and have well articulated facades.

Minor junction positions

Larger hotels have in-and-out driveways
and access routes at the sides of the
buildings to car parks. Attached
hotels have service
routes to the rear of
the property from side
roads. The station can
be accessed through a
pedestrian path midblock between the

6C

Conservatory

Vistas and views

Beach

Circulation routes (cont...) There are a

Circulation routes

Hotels and the station generally are located on,
or just off, the primary routes through the town
to allow easy access to them.

shops and from an adjacent car park.

Surface materials

Tarmac with granite or concrete edges to
forecourts (generally for dropping-off and
short term parking), with lawns and planting
wherever possible. Boundaries have stone walls
or railings (of varying degrees of decoration),
which are also used to protect seating areas.
Gathering areas and pedestrian routes can be in
paved in brick or stone setts to define them.

Street furniture

Signage, street lighting and wall mounted
lights, seating, cycle stands, hanging baskets

Parking

In all cases, long term parking is generally
to the side or behind the building so that the
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SEA FRONT STREETS

6

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics

sea views

Streets of larger properties built further out of the town centre to take advantage of the views.

Relationships to contours

Linear development following contours to the
edges of the urban area (eg on the cliff top)
or on a steeply sloping site so several rows of
houses can achieve views.

resort residential

Edge buildings

30m to 50m

Connections to other urban types

Corner buildings

Street frontages

Length range

Town High Street (3B), Village High Street
(4B) and Resort Residential (8B). Parks and
Leisure (10B) towards edges of development
out of town.

Vistas and views

resort residential

Primary and secondary routes.

Houses generally on one side of road or both
where land slopes sufficiently to allow views
from one side across the roof tops of houses
on the other. Villas (7C), Buildings with
Verandahs (8C), Double Fronted Houses (9C),
Two-Bay Houses (10C) with bays and glazed
dormers. Most have front gardens with stone
boundary walls.

5m to 12m for smaller terraces and 18 to 25m
for detached villas.

sea views

Circulation route

Buildings focus on views and corners
defined by large corner bays, towers or oriel
windows.

Minor junction positions

Access to Garden Lanes (11B) and Back Courts
(12B) generally mid-block or from a tertiary
perpendicular road at the end of the block.

Panoramic sea views.

Position

Width and range of minor junctions

Along cliff tops.

Generally 1m to 2.5m for pedestrian access
and 5m to 10m for vehicular access and tertiary
roads.

Surface materials

C6 / C7
Narrowcliff

Stone walling and railing to cliff edge or
equivalent containing pavement with granite
kerb. In front of houses, stone walling, enclosed
gardens and some glazed conservatories at
street level.

Street furniture

Benches set against stone cliff-edge walling

Parking

Island Crescent part elevation

Generally off road parking in front gardens
for larger houses and hotels on busier roads,
street parking for smaller houses and secondary
roads.

C2

Tolcarne Beach
Island Crescent- a terrace of doublefronted houses with verandahs
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North Quay Hill- a hotel with verandah
overlooking the harbour
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7

TOWN RESIDENTIAL

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics
Prominent corners
utilised by
commerce

High density town centre housing comprising small units on small plots

Relationships to contours

A
B

The top of Fore Street looking south towards the town centre.

B

Follow contours. As land slopes away from
the sea, houses on one side of the road can
be elevated and accessed via 3 to 9 steps
reinforcing public / private divisions. (Note:
level access to each will be required to comply
with the current Building Regulations). Eaves
lines are generally a continuous level for a
whole terrace.

Street frontages

Generally, around 5m for Two-Bay houses
(10C) and 7m for Double Fronted houses (9C)
with isolated examples of larger town houses
with frontages up to 15m where the plot depth
is restricted.

A

Town Residential street- also the continuation of the
Village High Street

Fore Street looking north at the transition between Village
High Street (4B) and Town Residential (the last shop on the
left)

Secondary routes linking primary throughroads to town centre

Edge buildings

Mainly Two-Bay (10C) and Double Fronted
(9C) terraces. Front gardens present on either
one or both sides with low stone boundary
walls.

Corner buildings

Additional side windows, sometimes
oriels. Often a shop at ground floor. Other
embellishments such bargeboards also likely.

Minor junction positions

Length range

Ranges from 18 to 100m.

Perpendicular access to Garden Lanes (11B)
and Back Courts (12B) between terraces at mid
point of block between terraces

Connections to other urban types

Surface materials

Vistas and views

Street furniture

Town High Street (3B), Village High Street
(4B), Resort Residential (8B).
to the Village High Street

Circulation category

A strong sense of enclosure with terraced,
linear development both sides of the road
with intermittent long views into town or out
towards open land (eg Headland) on outskirts
of town.

Tarmac pavement with granite kerb, garden
walls of stone, bricks or rendered finish.
Street lamps may be on one side only,
depending on street and pavement widths.

Parking

On street parking on one or both sides.

Position

Radiating from town centre.
Narrowing of the street at
corners helps to give a sense
of enclosure

10C

Section A-A

3C

A gently curved street with enclosed vistas,
transitional between Town and Resort
Residential
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10C

10C

9C

9C

Section B-B
Access to Garden Lane
11B
9C
11C

9C

9C

9C

Double Fronted
9C

9C

9C

9C

Two-Bay Houses
10C
10C
10C

Corner
emphasis
3C
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RESORT RESIDENTIAL

8

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics
Regular streets of two storey terraced units forming majority of suburban housing.

Oblique views
downhill towards
the sea

Relationships to contours

Streets often run across contours and are
generally orientated perpendicular to the sea
front to allow each house an oblique view of
the sea. The eaves line can vary in steps as the
ground level undulates.

Resort Residential street with the Parish
Church on one side and two-bay houses.

Street frontages

The buildings are at high density, and generally
set back from the road behind low garden walls.
Plot widths are typically 5m to 11m wide, and
buildings run boundary to boundary. Two-Bay
Houses (10C) can be up to approximately 6.5m
wide and Double Fronted Houses (9C) most
commonly 6m to 10m wide.
Two-bay houses, some combined to form
hotels and 'bay-dormers' added.

Length range

Terraces can be up to approximately 105m, but
60m to 80m is more common.

Connections to other urban types

Town Residential (7B) and Village Residential
(9B) areas and incorporates Back Courts (12B)
with light-industrial usage.

Vistas and views
10C

The backs of Resort Residential streets have
rear projections of varying sizes.

10C

Straight streets give views to the sea wherever
possible.

Circulation routes

Area divided by perpendicular secondary
streets defining rectilinear blocks, with small,
unmade roads leading to Back Courts (12B).

Edge buildings

Two Bay (10C) and Double Fronted houses
(9C).

Corner buildings

Additional side windows, sometimes oriels.
Maybe a shop at ground floor.

Minor junction positions

Unmade roads run between houses at end of
terraces, mid-block, to allow access behind
rows to backyards and Back Courts (12B).

Surface materials

Pavements, where they exist, are tarmac with
granite edges.

Street furniture
Parking

Generally on the road, or in Back Courts (12B)
via unmade roads.

Position

A loose grid set behind the principal streets,

Parking at the rear, often with oriel windows
above.
2-bay handed pairs (9C). The
eaves line breaks with each house.

2-bay handed pairs (9C). The eaves line breaks with each pair of houses. Symmetrical
bay windows about central front doors give the impression of repeated villas.
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2-bay handed pairs (9C). The eaves line breaks with each pair of houses.
Joined bay windows and doors to the outside of the pairs.

A typical Resort Residential street of two-bay houses perpendicular to the coastline, giving
oblique seaward views from the bay-windows.
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VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL

9

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics

Urban and rural villages which have become integrated with the town of Newquay but have lower
density housing than the town and their own local centre.

Relationships to contours
Clustered houses adjoining a workshop with
cob walls.

Streets follow contour, radiating from a central
village focal point, such as the church, which
may be in a natural sheltered hollow or on
raised ground

Cottages set back from a former meeting
house.

Street frontages

From 3.5m to 8m for terraced houses. Detached
properties such as public houses, or a church
can have a street elevation of up to 50m. The
buildings are at relatively low density, and
generally set back from the road behind low
garden walls.

Length range

Roadjunctionsspacedatbetweenapproximately
50 and 150m with no continuous block more
than 37m. The majority of properties are in
small clusters or detached.

Connections to other Urban Types

Surrounds the Village High Street (4B), and
incorporates Garden Lanes (11B) and Back
Courts (12B). Houses dominate, but are
interspersed with shops, workshops and minor
public buildings. Village Residential is insular,
focusing toward the village centre.

Vistas and Views

Within village, streets are gently curving
allowing long but changing contained views
(of up to approximately a 300m along the
principal roads). On the outskirts of the town,
long panoramic views out over surrounding
open land become possible.

Position

Villages, incorporating Village High Street
(4B) and Residential areas, can form pockets
in the expanding Resort Residential (8B)
suburban regions, and can also be found on
the edge of the town where their character is
distinctly rural.

11C

Circulation routes

Secondary route from the primary road through
Newquay leads through the village forming the
High Street, with tertiary route to homes off
it. Unmade roads lead off tertiary routes to
parking courts, gardens and allotments.

Edge buildings

The rural edge of Village Residential streets is
marked by the arterial road, and hedge lined
fields where situated on the edges of the town.
The urban edge of Village Residential streets
is generally where the urban blocks become
more regular and rectilinear. Cottages (11C),
Two Bay (10C) and Double-Fronted Houses
(9C), and some Villas (7C).

Corner buildings

Corners marked with key public buildings such
as the public house, or using more elaborate
windows such as two storey bays and oriel
windows. Buildings generally follow the road
line and are therefore L-shaped on corners.

Minor junction positions

Narrow footpaths or unmade lanes run behind
terraces to give rear access to gardens, entered
at mid block at one or both ends of the row.

Surface materials

Pavements, where they exist, are tarmac with
granite edges.

Parking

Generally on the road, or in Back Courts
(12B) via unmade roads, except for the larger
properties where parking is within the site
boundaries.

10C

Village Residential Section- a continuation of
the High Street at St Columb Major
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Trenance Gardens- a large public park, running north east to south west, situated in a valley that
provides shelter from strong westerly winds. Originally it defined the eastern edge of the town. As
well as 'sub-tropical' gardens, stream side walks and a boating lake, to the north east there is an
acclaimed zoo and a variety of sports and leisure facilities. The park is crossed by a railway viaduct
and is bounded by a main road to the east which is lined with trees.

PARKS AND LEISURE

Urban Type Defining Characteristics
The town’s parks, gardens and leisure facilities help define the character of Newquay as a resort
as well as providing a range of amenities for both residents and tourists.

Relationships to contours

Often with broad areas of level land for
recreational use but also steeper slopes with
winding paths.

Length range

From 70 metres to over 400 metres for linear
parks.

leisure
facilities
railway
viaduct

Some pre-existing buildings have been
preserved on the site and incorporated into the
park layout; helping to retain a sense of layered
history.

The railway viaduct, glimpsed here in the
background through trees, gives a dramatic
landmark to the gardens. Mature trees offer
shelter and contrast with exposed areas nearby.

Connections to other urban types

Some of the public gardens and the Golf Course
occupy spaces between Resort Residential (8B)
areas and natural features such as cliff (Sea
Front Streets 11B) and river. 'Common land'
may be associated with Town Residential (7B)
and Village Residential (9B).

Vistas and views

Elevated viewpoints within parks are
common. The coastal parks are arranged to
take advantage of sea views. Within the parks
winding paths may converge on focal points
such as pavilions or sculpture.
Public art can add an additional layer of
experience.

PLAN OF TRENANCE GARDENS

Stream-side walks meander along the valley
floor, linking the different elements of the park

10

B

Position

Along side secondary and primary circulation
routes but accessed by pedestrians only.

Circulation

Mostly pedestrian through routes but large
parks maybe bisected by a road.

Edge buildings

Residential buildings such as villas (7C) as
well as hotels (6C).

Corners

Often used for entry.

Minor junction positions

Secondary entrances break long boundaries.

Surface materials

Boundaries have stone hedges, rubble walls or
railings (of varying degrees of decoration)

Street furniture

Street Furniture is plentiful and includes sign
posts, street lighting, seating, hanging baskets,
pavilions and public sculpture. To avoid
exposure, seating areas are usually protected
by low walls and pavilions.

Parking

Restricted vehicular access. Some with
adjacent car parks.

The road running along the east side of the park is concealed by trees and a 'stone hedge'

SECTION THRO' TRENANCE GARDENS

Killacourt Fields- in contrast to Trenance Gardens, a small, exposed urban park
forming an interface between town and sea.

7C

stream
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GARDEN LANES

11

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics
Pedestrian paths off the main residential streets allowing access to rear gardens and additional
rows of houses located in the centre of urban block

Town High Street

B
B

Relationships to contours

Edge buildings

Street frontages

Corner buildings

Paths travelling cross contour when
perpendicular to main residential roads, and
follow contours when running parallel to main
roads behind the gardens.
Ranging from 4 to 8m.

Length range

A

Typically 15 to 20m.

Connections to other urban types

A
Sheltered garden lanes contained behind
Town Residential terraces

The quiet, introspective character of Chapel Hill contrasts sharply with the commercial bustle of Fore Street, towards which
the lanes fall quite steeply. Where the houses and cottages are set back from the street, small front gardens give the area a
distinctive charm. The dwellings are informally arranged around a small chapel.

Both the front and back of terraced Two Bay
(10C) and Double Fronted houses (9C), beyond
garden walls with a typical height of between
1200mm and approximately 2000mm.
Walls and fences define threshold, or where
the paths pass between the ends of terraces to
re-emerge on the main street.

Minor junction positions

Town Residential (7B).

Gates and pathways are present between lane
walls

Vistas and views

Surface materials

Strong axial views down lanes with peripheral
views to gardens and houses. Greater sense
of enclosure to one side with high walls,
contrasted by plinth wall and small gardens
on the other side.

Position

Located just beyond town centre

Circulation

Rough tarmac with rubble walls, sometimes
limewashed, often with shells embedded,
hedges and fences.

Street furniture
Street lamps only

Parking
Restricted or no vehicular access

Pedestrian through routes only.

Deer Park- Elevation

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

A small terrace of cottages accessed by a footpath

A garden lane giving rear access to houses on both sides. A killas
rubble wall is capped with seashells set in mortar.
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12

BACK COURTS

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics
The dense, mixed-use character of Newquay has resulted in the development of urban blocks
whose perimeter is defined by housing whilst the core may contain, meeting rooms and small
public buildings, garages and light-industrial workshops.

Relationships to contours

Back Courts may run across contours and so
can slope in either direction, possibly with lines
of buildings arranged on stepped terraces to
accommodate the gradient of the land.

Street frontages

A

Generally entered by narrow lanes, possibly
with entrance marked on one or both sides by
small-scale Industrial units, typically with a
footprint of about 5m by 21m. The street façade
is usually the shorter elevation, with the bulk of
the building concealed within the centre of the
block. The biggest buildings in the town such
as blocks of flats, superstore and warehouses
are concealed in these courts so that they do not
dominate the domestic street scale.

A

Length range

From boundary fence to boundary fence
between rear of houses, Back Courts can be
up to 140 m across and accommodate relatively
large Commercial or Industrial buildings.
Smaller Courts may be only 9m across and
could incorporate a small hall and parking.

Circulation routes

Accesses via tertiary generally unmade routes
from residential streets.

Edge buildings

Blocks have houses to their edges backing
onto the court housing buildings are simple
and functional with little ornament. Their
presence is not advertised in any way.

Minor junction positions

Each court has several entrances on the sides
of the block (not the corners) between the
houses.

Surface materials

The ground is typically unmade.

Street furniture

Lighting is attached to buildings or in the form
of streetlights, but is vital to ensure security.

Parking

Garages and parking spaces can be
accommodated in even the smallest courts.

Connections to other urban types
Located in Resort Residential (8B) areas.

Vistas and views

Enclosed areas with short views onto adjacent
streets and rear of surrounding houses.
Wesley Yard- retail outlets within in a residential

Garages and cottages within in a residential backcourt

Position

Within town and village centres where
development is at the highest density.

Section A-A
12C

12C

12C

12C

9C

12C

9C

Tor Road- workshops and garages within a residential block.
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FARMYARD CLUSTERS

13

B

Urban Type Defining Characteristics

Functional low-rise buildings for Industrial and Business uses, constructed around courtyards.
Like the Back Courts, they create insular working communities within the Residential areas, but
differ as they have at least one street frontage to allow public access to the units.

Relationships to contours

The inside of the courtyards are generally
levelled, although the ground may undulate
outside it. The buildings may act as a retaining
wall, and the eaves step as the ground around
the outside of the courtyard rises or falls. The
buildings are therefore on the back of the
pavement. Doors generally face the courtyard,
although some may face the street frontage.

Street frontages

Linear buildings around the courtyard of
typically 29 to 42 metres long and 5 to 7 metres
deep. The courtyard itself is between 19 and
26 metres in each direction.

Length range

A courtyard range could be on its own urban
block detached from other buildings with
several street frontages or attached on two or
three sides with only one or two frontages.

Connections to other urban types

Located most commonly on the outskirts of
development, particularly Village Residential
(4B), or else isolated within fields.

Vistas and views

Circulation routes

Located on secondary or tertiary routes away
from the main roads.

Edge buildings

One or two storey simple rectangular buildings
to all sides with pitched roofs, the ridge running
parallel to the road. There are no chimneys.
Doors and windows are simple and squat in
proportion.

Minor junction positions

There is normally one off-centred point of entry
into the yard, possibly gated.

Surface materials

The buildings are typically stone with a slate
roof. The courtyard may be paved.

Street furniture

Wall mounted lighting, possibly seating areas
or planting.

Parking

Small amount of parking within the courtyard,
although this space should be largely pedestrian
and for loading / unloading.

The only views in and out are directly through
the entry gateway. It is an insular space.

Position

Generally on the outskirts of the developed
area, although would be appropriate in the
suburban regions.
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